Embark on a unique opportunity to invest in
a relationship with a community. Northbay
Television consists not only of equipment and
programming, but also a major stake with the
people in the North Bay community. Reach
these people not only over the air, but through
a set of connected apps and a large online
community.

Northbay Television began broadcasting in June of 2014 with the goal of bringing unique television to Santa
Rosa and Sonoma County. It is a modern television station that not only broadcasts over the air in the greater
Santa Rosa area, but also utilizes a wide range of streaming options, including apps for mobile devices, smart
TVs, and streaming boxes. Northbay Television provides a turnkey opportunity to engage with both the
content and community of Santa Rosa and the greater Sonoma County area.
Station
Northbay TV channel 49 (KZHD)1 is a turnkey television station including everything needed for continuous
broadcast over the air and streaming online. A similar station offered for sale might only consist of a broadcast
frequency, FCC license, and maybe a transmitter and antenna. Northbay TV is complete with not only this basic
equipment, but also the broadcast router, multiplexer, and specialized computer system running propriety
broadcast software and digital streaming hardware and software. As a result, Northbay TV currently streams
on apps from a variety of platforms: Amazon FireTV, Roku, Apple TV, iOS & Android phones and tablets, any
device running Android TV as well as through the NorthbayTV.com website. There are even a number of
streaming boxes that have the NBTV app built in. Each streaming app includes source code as well, allowing
for complete customization where needed. This means that Northbay TV is not only a television station, but a
fully interconnected online media platform with all of its apps already in use with no additional development
needed.
Programming
Adding to its turnkey capability, Northbay TV already has a library of over 130+ hours of original content
spread amongst 5 original series including:
Above & Beyond: Cinematographers travel the
world capturing the most breathtaking sites and
sounds that our planet has to offer.
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Cinema Nova: Collecting the most cutting-edge
independent short films and animations from
around the world makes this NBTV original one of
the most unique programs on the air.

Creature Features: This continuation of the 1972
classic Bay Area favorite features has-been rock
star Vincent Van Dahl hosting horror films with
celebrity guests in his haunted mansion.

Fandom Workshop: Pop-culture crafting and
celebrity interviews collide in this fast paced
series covering not only the hottest Film, TV, and
Comic franchises of today but also what it means
to be a super-fan.

Galaxy Theater: The very best in fiercely unique
independent sci-fi short films brought together
in this fan-favorite anthology series.

In addition, the station has continuing distribution access to a number of other series, along with over 200
movies and documentaries.
Audience
Northbay TV transmits over the air throughout the Santa
Rosa valley. The 1080p HD signal reaches as far north as
Windsor and some parts of North Petaluma, covering over
250,000 people. The Northbay TV community extends
beyond the reach of conventional broadcasts through
the internet as well. Using the streaming technology
mentioned above, countless additional people can be
reached through the internet over the included apps for
todays most popular streaming platforms. In addition,
the Northbay TV community includes those that connect
through our Facebook pages, which, when including the
Santa Rosa Firestorm Update group, totals over 67,000
active members.

Potential
Though Northbay TV has been in operation since June 2014, there are still many opportunities for the station
to grow. Among these is the potential for a significant revenue stream through advertising. Assuming a normal
broadcast day, and all ad slots sold at our current card rates, a projected $30,000 of ad revenue per month is
possible. Pair that with the low overhead and maintenance required to run the station and there is significant
profit to be had.
Additionally, since the station has been running since 2014, and provides local programming, it is eligible
for “must carry” status on local cable. With little additional effort, Northbay TV could even be carried across
Satellite and Cable providers as a local channel.

To learn more about Northbay TV, simply tune in. Visit northbaytv.com/watch for the full list of
viewing options, and see what the Northbay TV experience is all about. Interested parties should
email northbaytv@gmail.com.
Assets
Online Assets

Other Acquired Programming

Equipment

Includes fully Developed Wordpress site

30min - 20 Episodes

1KW Superior Broadcast

NorthbayTV.com (.net, .org)		

One Step Beyond

Transmitter

KZHD.com (.net, .org, .tv)		

Lord Blood-Rah’s Nerve Wrackin’ Theatre

Multiplexer

Facebook Pages:
Santa Rosa Firestorm Update

Music Makers

Antenna

NorthbayTV

30 min - 82 Episodes

Rare, 4-letter domain

67,000 active members

Main Facebook presence for the station

2hr - ongoing weekly
1hr - 7 Episodes

Piano Guy

K72314 Series Directional Antenna 11dBd
Gain 470-860 MHz

Future Talk

Mikrotik 493G

Broadcast Router

30 min - 84 Episodes - ongoing

Movies					

Original Programming

Rights to air are included, ownership
and copyright are retained by seller.
Fandom Workshop		
30 min - 13 Episodes

Above & Beyond			

Blonder Tongue SD4E-ASI

152 Titles

Documentaries
83 Titles

Encoder

Blonder Tongue HDE-4S-QAM MPEG-2
Encoder

Mac Pro

Quad-Core Intel Xeon E5 3.7 GHz
12 GB RAM

Media Drives

28 Terabytes total storage

1 hr - 16 Episodes - potentially ongoing

Cinema Nova

1 hr - 37 Episodes - potentially ongoing

Galaxy Theater

1 hr - 38 Episodes - potentially ongoing

Creature Features

1 hr - 39 Episodes - ongoing

Apps By Platform
(Includes source code)
Android
Android TV
Amazon FireTV
Apple TV
iOS
Roku

Northbay TV transmits over the air throughout the Santa Rosa valley. Our
1080p HD signal reaches as far north as Windsor and some parts of North
Petaluma. If you don’t have any major hills blocking the signal from downtown
Santa Rosa, you should be able to recieve our crystal clear digital signal with a
tiny little indoor antenna that you can hide behind your TV. Our picture quality
is better than cable, satellite or DVD.

